**EQUIPMENT**

- 10 red tennis balls
- 10 green tennis balls
- 25 cones for playing square
- Marker cones for team lines

**PLAY 4 v 4**

One player from team one runs out and places their ball on any come of their choice - as soon as the ball has been placed down team two can send their first player to place their ball anywhere on the grid.

From there it is a straight relay race - when they player returns to their team they tag the next person who picks up a ball and races out to place it on the grid.

The first team to get 4 of their balls in a row win - the row can be across/up/down or diagonal.

You can use your balls to stop the other team achieving 4 in a row.

**LEARNING THEME**

- Can you work out the quickest way for your team to get four in a row - can you stick to the plan but adapt if necessary?
- Can you recognise what pattern your opponents are trying to achieve? Can you prevent them and make them change plan?
- Can you make a back up plan in case your pattern is disrupted?
- Can you communicate effectively with team mates to work efficiently and quickly?